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Abstract

cloud providers offer any performance guarantees for the
compute services. Moreover, no cloud provider automatically credits the customer for SLA violations, and leaves
the burden of providing evidence for any such violation
on the customer.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the anatomy of a typical cloud SLA.
Section 3 gives an overview of cloud services offered by
the considered cloud providers. Section 4 describes the
SLAs of the considered cloud providers. Section 5 highlights the key aspects of our comparison, and discusses
what is missing from the considered SLAs. Section 6
provides guidance on deﬁning SLAs for future cloudbased services, and the challenges involved in deﬁning
performance based SLAs.

The variability in the service level agreements (SLAs) of
cloud providers prompted us to ask the question how do
the SLAs compare and how should the SLAs be deﬁned
for future cloud services. We break down a cloud SLA
into easy to understand components and use it to compare SLAs of public cloud providers. Our study indicates that none of the surveyed cloud providers offer any
performance guarantees for compute services and leave
SLA violation detection to the customer. We then provide guidance on how SLAs should be deﬁned for future
cloud services.

1

Introduction

Cloud-based services are increasingly becoming commonplace.
These services include infrastructureas-a-service (IaaS), platform-as-a-service (PaaS), and
software-as-a-service (SaaS) ( [10]). Each service is typically accompanied by a service level agreement (SLA)
which deﬁnes the minimal guarantees that a provider
offers to its customers. The lack of standardization in
cloud-based services implies a corresponding lack of
clarity in the service level agreements offered by different providers.
In this paper, our goal is to systematically compare
the SLAs of cloud providers and to provide guidance on
how SLAs should be deﬁned for cloud-based services
in future. We break down a cloud SLA into easy to
understand components (which we refer to as anatomy
of cloud SLA) and use it to compare the service level
agreements of Amazon [1], Rackspace [13], Microsoft
Windows Azure [21], Terremark vCloud Express [18],
and Storm on Demand [16]. All of the considered cloud
providers offer IaaS services, and some offer PaaS services. By breaking down SLA into different components,
we are able to highlight the similarities and differences
among the SLAs of considered cloud providers. A common aspect of the considered SLAs is that none of the

2 Anatomy of a Typical Cloud SLA
A typical SLA of a cloud provider has the following components.
• Service guarantee speciﬁes the metrics which a
provider strives to meet over a service guarantee
time period. Failure to achieve those metrics will
result in a service credit to the customer. Availability (e.g., 99.9%), response time (e.g., less than
50 ms), disaster recovery, and fault resolution time
(e.g., within one hour of detection) are examples of
service guarantees. Some service guarantees can be
on a per action basis, such as zeroing out a VM disk
when it is deprovisioned.
• Service guarantee time period describes the duration over which a service guarantee should be met.
The time period can be a billing month or time
elapsed since the last claim was ﬁled. The time period can also be small, e.g., one hour. The smaller
the time period, the more stringent is the service
guarantee.
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• Service guarantee granularity describes the resource scale on which a provider speciﬁes a service
guarantee. For example, the granularity can be on
a per service, per data center, per instance, or per
transaction basis. Similar to time period, the service guarantee can be stringent if the granularity of
service guarantee is ﬁne-grained.

bid for compute capacity. EC2 SLA [4] is applicable to
hourly, spot, and reserved instances.
The storage service S3 provides mechanism for storing and retrieving data objects using put(), get() operations with data size ranging from one byte to ﬁve tera
bytes.
Amazon also provides a remote disk capability for
its virtual machines, namely, Elastic Block Store (EBS).
EBS volumes are replicated within an availability zone.
A data center (or region) can contain multiple availability zones. The availability zones do not have power, networking, or hardware equipment in common. EBS volumes are not backed by any SLA; however, the snapshots
of EBS volumes can be stored on S3, which as mentioned
before is backed by a SLA. When creating an instance,
the user must specify the region and availability zone in
which she creates the instance.
Amazon also provides a SimpleDB [7] service which
is a simpliﬁed relational database service. However, the
service is still in beta at the time of writing of this paper. Among S3, EBS, and SimpleDB services, only S3
is backed by an SLA [6].

Service guarantee granularity can also be calculated
as an aggregate of the considered resources, such as
instances or transactions. For example, aggregate
uptime of all running instances must be greater than
99.95%. However, such a guarantee implies that
some instances in the aggregate SLA computation
can potentially have a lower percentage uptime than
99.95% while still meeting the aggregate SLA. As
a consequence, aggregate SLA computation leaves
provider the wiggle room to better manage its offered services.
• Service guarantee exclusions are the instances that
are excluded from service guarantee metric calculations. These exclusions typically include abuse of
the system by a customer, or any downtime associated with the scheduled maintenance.

3.2 Windows Azure

• Service credit is the amount credited to the customer or applied towards future payments if the service guarantee is not met. The amount can be a
complete or partial credit of the customer payment
for the affected service.

Windows Azure [21] is a PaaS and IaaS cloud provider
that offers compute (Azure Compute [22]) and storage
(Azure Storage [24]) services. Azure Compute comprises of three types of compute services (which it refers
to as roles), namely, web, worker, and a VM. A web role
provides a web based front end for an application and
comprises of an IIS server [11]. A worker role is useful
for generalized development. It can run Apache Tomcat
and Java Virtual Machines (JVMs) and can be used to
perform background processing for a web role. A VM
role is similar to instances in Amazon EC2, and gives
user complete control over the virtual machine. However, at this time, VM roles are only available in beta [12]
and are not covered by Azure Compute SLA [23]. The
compute service can only be purchased on an hourly basis, and cannot be reserved in advance for the entire year.
Azure Compute service deﬁnes the notion of a fault
domain and an upgrade domain. Each compute role
belongs to a fault domain and an upgrade domain. A
fault domain comprises of a single point of failure and
is at least a physical machine, but may also be a rack of
machines; the precise details of what comprises a fault
domain are not available. An upgrade domain deﬁnes
which compute roles can simultaneously receive the software or operating system updates. A fault domain may
span several update domains. Likewise, an update domain may also span several fault domains.
Azure also provides Azure Storage [24], an S3 like
storage service, which can be used for storing and re-

• Service violation measurement and reporting describes how and who measures and reports the violation of service guarantee, respectively.

3

Cloud Providers Considered

We brieﬂy give an overview of cloud services offered by
Amazon [1], Rackspace [13], Microsoft Azure [21], Terremark vCloud Express [18], and Storm on Demand [16].
These providers offer IaaS and PaaS compute and storage services. The compute service comprises of a virtual
machine (or instance) or CPU cycles that a customer can
purchase on an hourly, monthly, or yearly basis. The
storage service allows storage and retrieval of blob or
structured data. We interchangeably use customer and
user to refer to the clients of cloud providers.

3.1

Amazon

Amazon [1] is an IaaS provider and offers compute
(EC2 [2]) and storage (S3 [5]) services. In EC2, a customer can obtain virtual machines (instances) by the hour
or reserve them in advance for an entire year [3]. In addition, EC2 offers spot instances where a customer can
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in one region during a contiguous period of ﬁve minutes
or launch replacement instances, the region is deemed to
be unavailable during those ﬁve minutes. The burden of
providing the evidence for region unavailability is on the
user. Strictly speaking, if a user is running at least one
VM which she cannot access during a ﬁve minute interval and cannot launch a replacement, she is eligible for a
service credit if the credit value is above one dollar.
A customer can claim a service credit anytime the
service falls below the availability SLA in the last 365
days or since the last time a service credit claim was
ﬁled by the customer. The service credit is up to 10%
of a customer’s bill (excluding any one-time costs) for
the instances affected by the outage. Service credits are
typically only applicable towards future EC2 payments.
Amazon requires that the service credit claim be received
from the customer within 30 business days of the last reported incident in the ﬁled claim.
Amazon does not provide any service credit for failures of individual instances not attributable to region unavailability. This clause means that even if a region (data
center) is available, but some services in that region fail
such as EBS on which an instance depends, Amazon is
at least legally not bound to provide a service credit, although it may provide a credit at its own discretion. For
example, Amazon provided a service credit [8] for its
April 2011 outage due to EBS failures. Further, Amazon
does not provide any service credits if VMs suffer from
any performance issues. A VM can suffer performance
degradation due to co-location or hardware differences
of the underlying physical machine [15].
Amazon EC2 SLA does not specify that scheduled and
unscheduled maintenance are excluded from the service
guarantee. EC2 SLA is deﬁned on a data center basis, and, arguably, the data center being unavailable for
scheduled maintenance is unlikely because it will impact
all customers running their instances in that data center.

trieving blob and structured data. It also provides a queuing service and remote disks (known as Azure Drive).
Azure storage service is backed by a SLA [25].

3.3

Rackspace

Rackspace [13] is an IaaS provider that provides compute instances similar to Amazon EC2 and VM role of
Azure, which it refers to as “Cloud Servers”. A customer
can obtain VMs on an hourly basis which are covered by
an SLA [14]. However, unlike EC2, Cloud Servers cannot be reserved in advance for the entire year. Rackspace
also provides a managed service level for Cloud Servers.
As part of the managed service, Rackspace is responsible
for applying software and security patches for operating
system and middleware.
Rackspace provides a storage service called “Cloud
Files” which allows a customer to store and retrieve ﬁles
in the cloud and is covered by an SLA [14]. The stored
ﬁles are internally replicated by Rackspace.

3.4

Terremark vCloud Express

Terremark vCloud Express [18] is an IaaS provider similar to EC2, VM role of Azure, and Rackspace. A customer can obtain VMs on an hourly basis which are covered by an SLA [19].
Terremark does not provide a specialized storage service.

3.5

Storm on Demand

Storm on Demand [16] is an IaaS provider similar to
EC2, the VM role of Azure, Rackspace, and Terremark
vCloud Express. A customer can obtain VMs on an
hourly basis which are covered by an SLA [17].

4

Description of SLAs
4.1.2 S3 SLAs

We describe SLAs of compute and storage services offered by cloud providers considered in this paper.

4.1

Amazon S3 SLA [6] provides storage request completion
guarantee of 99.9% over a billing month (service guarantee time period). A storage request is considered failed if
S3 server returns an “Internal Error” or “Service Unavailable” response to a request. These responses correspond
to HTTP response codes 500 and 503. The burden of reporting request failure and providing evidence is on the
customer.
S3 calculates failed requests over a ﬁve minute interval, which are then averaged over a month. The failed
requests are calculated by dividing the number of requests generating an error response to the total number
of requests in the ﬁve minute interval. The percentage of
completed transactions in the billing month is calculated

Amazon

Amazon EC2 and S3 services are backed by distinct
SLAs. Below, we describe the SLAs of these services
in detail.
4.1.1

EC2 SLAs

Amazon EC2 SLA [4] is deﬁned on a per data center
(region in Amazon speak) basis instead of per instance.
EC2 offers a 99.95% region availability rate (service
guarantee). If a user is unable to access her instances
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Request type
(1) PutBlob and GetBlob (includes blocks and pages)
(2) Get Valid Page Blob Ranges

Maximum processing time
Must complete within the product of 2 seconds multiplied by the number of MBs transferred in processing
the request
Must complete processing within 90 seconds
Must complete processing within 60 seconds
Must complete processing or return a continuation
within 10 seconds
Must complete processing within 30 seconds
Must complete processing within 2 seconds

Copy Blob
PutBlockList, GetBlockList
Table query, List operations
Batch table operations
(1) All Single Entity Table Operations (2) All other
Blob and Message Operations

Table 1: Maximum processing times for Azure storage transactions [25]

EC2, Azure calculates downtime for its compute roles1
in increments of ﬁve minute intervals.
The uptime service guarantee is deﬁned as the aggregate time since roles have been deployed and started minus the time across all role instances which do not run
for more than two minutes without corrective action being initiated, divided by the aggregate time since roles
have been started. Any performance or availability issues due to regular platform upgrades and patches are
excluded from the uptime service guarantee calculation.
The service credit is 10% of the customer bill if connectivity and uptime percentage is below 99.95% and
99.9%, respectively, and 25% if less than 99.9%. The
onus for reporting a SLA violation and providing evidence is on the customer. Microsoft requires that a customer notiﬁes it of the incident within ﬁve business days
following the incident in order to be eligible to ﬁle a
claim. Then, Microsoft must receive the claim within
a month of the billing month in which the incident occurred.

by subtracting from 100% the average of failed request
rates from each ﬁve minute period.
The service credit is 10% of the customer bill if completion rate is below 99.9% and 25% of the customer bill
if completion rate is less than 99%. Amazon must receive the claim within 10 business days after the billing
month in which the incident occurred.
Similar to EC2 SLA, Amazon S3 SLA does not exclude scheduled and unscheduled maintenance from service guarantee. Moreover, S3 service does not specify
any performance guarantees on the storage requests.

4.2

Windows Azure

Azure compute and storage service are backed by separate SLAs which are described below.
4.2.1

Azure Compute SLA

Azure Compute SLA [23] provides connectivity and uptime service guarantees for its non-beta compute roles
over a billing month (service guarantee time period). For
Azure Compute SLA to be applicable, a customer must
deploy at least two instances of a compute role type in
different update domains. Recall from Section 3.2 that
an update domain comprises of compute roles which receive the software or operating system updates at the
same time.
Unlike Amazon EC2, which provides availability SLA
on a per data center basis, Azure SLA is calculated as an
aggregate over the deployed roles. Azure SLA deﬁnes
two service guarantees, namely, external network connectivity and uptime which are calculated on a monthly
basis. The connectivity service guarantee is deﬁned as
the aggregate time since all the Internet facing roles have
been started minus the ﬁve minute intervals during which
any role does not have connectivity, divided by the aggregate time since roles have been started. Like Amazon

4.2.2 Azure Storage SLA
Azure Storage SLA [25] deﬁnes service guarantee as percentage of completed transactions in a billing month. A
request is considered failed if the maximum time to process the request exceeds the time speciﬁed in the service
guarantee. Table 1 lists the maximum processing time
for various transactions. The maximum processing time
does not include the time taken to transfer data in or out
of Azure Storage service.
Azure Storage calculates failed requests over one hour
interval by dividing the total number of failed requests to
the total storage requests. The percentage of completed
transactions within a billing month is calculated by subtracting from 100% the average of failed request rates
from each one hour period in the billing month.
1 non-beta
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compute roles only include web and worker roles

Availability
100% - 99.9%
99.89% - 99.5%
99.49% - 99.0%
98.99% - 98.0%
97.99% - 97.5%
97.49% - 97.0%
96.99% - 96.5%
Less than 96.5%

Similar to Azure Compute, the onus for reporting an
SLA violation is on the customer. Microsoft requires
that a customer notiﬁes it of the incident within ﬁve business days following the incident in order to be eligible to
ﬁle a claim. Then, Microsoft must receive claim within
a month of the billing month in which the incident occurred. The service credit is 10% of the customer bill if
number of completed transactions are below 99.9% and
25% of the customer bill if less than 99%.
Similar to S3 SLA, Azure Storage SLA excludes any
transactions from SLA computation that are beyond its
reasonable control, and that result from customer’s fault
or abuse of the system. Unlike S3 SLA, Azure storage
SLA gives detailed examples of excluded transactions
such as pre-authentication failures, abusive transactions,
creation or deletion of containers, tables or queues, or
ﬂooding requests not obeying back off principles.

4.3

Table 2: Cloud Files service credit

is unclear how a customer can provide evidence for a
speciﬁc problem such as HVAC, power, or network failure. Perhaps, Rackspace maps the customer’s evidence
to speciﬁc problems and determine the service credit accordingly.

Rackspace
4.3.2 Cloud Files SLA

Rackspace provides a compute service, namely, Cloud
Servers, similar to EC2 and also provides a storage service for storing and retrieving ﬁles, namely, Cloud Files.
4.3.1

Credit amount
0%
10%
25%
40%
55%
70%
85%
100%

Rackspace provides a 99.9% request completion rate and
Cloud Files servers availability guarantee in a billing cycle [14]. The service is considered unavailable if data
center network is down, or if the service returns an error
response (HTTP 500-599 status code) to a request within
two or more consecutive 90 second intervals, or if average download time for a 1-byte document exceeds 0.3
seconds.
The unavailability due to scheduled maintenance is
excluded from the availability calculations. Similar to
Cloud Servers SLA, the scheduled maintenance period
does not exceed 60 minutes and must be announced 10
days in advance.
A customer must contact the Rackspace within 30
days following the downtime and provide the problem
evidence in order to receive a service credit. The service
credit amount is described in the Table 2.

Cloud Servers SLA

Rackspace guarantees that its data center network,
HVAC, and power will be 100% available in a billing
month, excluding the scheduled maintenance. The
scheduled maintenance does not exceed sixty minutes in
any calendar month and must be announced at least 10
days in advance to the customer. If a scheduled maintenance of sixty minutes occurs every month (30 days), the
maximum uptime percentage of a VM can never exceed
99.86%.
If a physical server running the virtual machine fails,
Rackspace guarantees that it will be repaired within an
hour of problem identiﬁcation. Further, if VMs need to
be migrated due to server overload, it will not take more
than three hours. The SLA does not specify if Rackspace
performs live or ofﬂine migration of a VM.
Rackspace computes SLA violations in increments of
30 minutes for data center network, HVAC, and power,
and in one hour increments for downtime associated with
physical servers or migration. If data center network,
HVAC, power, or physical servers are down, or if VMs
need to be migrated, the service credit starts from 5%
of the customer bill up to 100% of the customer bill for
affected compute instances. The implication of Cloud
Servers SLA is that Rackspace provides service guarantee on a per virtual machine (instance) basis.
A customer must contact Rackspace within 30 days
following the downtime and provide the problem evidence in order to receive a service credit. However, it

4.4 Terremark vCloud Express
Terremark vCloud Express only provides IaaS compute
services. Below we describe the SLA of this service.
4.4.1 Compute SLA
Terremark vCloud Express provides an uptime service
guarantee of 100% for its data center. The service is
deemed unavailable if the data center infrastructure or
network is down, or if the user cannot access the web
console for a duration of 15 minutes (service guarantee
time period). The unavailability period of 15 minutes
is three times more than the EC2 and Azure Compute
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Amazon EC2

Azure Compute

Service
guarantee
Service
granularity
guarantee
Infrastructure
scheduled
maintenance
OS/software
patches on
compute
instances
Service
guarantee
time period
Service
credit

Availability

Availability

Data center

Service
violation
reporting
onus
Service
violation
incident
reporting
Service violation claim
ﬁling
SLA publish
date
Credit
applied towards future
payments
only

Rackspace
Cloud Servers
Availability

Terremark
vCloud Express
Availability

Storm on Demand
Availability

Aggregate across
all roles

Per instance∗

Per instance∗

Included in service guarantee

Excluded
from
service guarantee

Data center +
management
stack
Unclear
if
excluded

N/A

Excluded
from
service guarantee
if managed

Excluded
from
service guarantee
if managed

N/A

365 days or since
last claim

Billing month

Billing month

Calendar month

Calendar month

10% of CB if <
99.95%

10% of CB if <
99.95% 25% of
CB if < 99%

$1 for 15 minute
downtime up to
50% of CB

Customer

Customer

5% of CB for every 30 minutes of
downtime up to
100%
Customer

Customer

1000%
for
every hour of
downtime up to
CB
Customer

N/A

5 days of incident
occurence

N/A

N/A

N/A

within 30 business days of the
last reported incident in claim
October 23, 2008

within one billing
month

within 30 days of
downtime

within 30 days of
the last reported
incident in claim

within 5 days
of incident in
question

April 9, 2010

June 23, 2009

August 31, 2009

Unknown

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Unclear
cluded

if

ex-

Table 3: Compute SLA comparison. CB is an abbreviation for customer bill.

∗

Excluded from
service guarantee
Excluded from
service guarantee if managed

implied from SLA.

payments.

unavailability period of ﬁve minutes and as a result its
service guarantee is less stringent than EC2 and Azure.
Terremark vCloud Express deﬁnes a service credit of
one dollar for every 15 minutes of downtime up to 50%
of the usage fees on a monthly basis. Similar to EC2,
a customer is responsible for reporting the downtime
within 30 days of the last day reported in unavailability claim and providing supportive evidence. The service
credit is typically applied towards future vCloud Express

4.5 Storm on Demand
Like Terremark vCloud Express, Storm on Demand only
provides IaaS compute services. Below we describe the
SLA of this service.
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4.5.1

sequence, a customer can only hope for its instances to
receive the provisioned CPU, memory, network, and disk
resources. Lack of performance guarantees may be unacceptable in enterprise clouds.

Compute SLA

Storm on Demand guarantees a 100% uptime for network and power infrastructure of its data center. However, scheduled maintenance of network and power infrastructure or physical machines is not included in the
uptime guarantee. Further, unlike Rackspace Cloud
Servers SLA, the maximum scheduled downtime within
a month is not part of the SLA. Moreover, if the customer
lets Storm on Demand manage the software and operating updates, any downtime associated with these updates
is also excluded from the uptime guarantee.
Storm on Demand deﬁnes a service credit for service
guarantee violations due to network and power infrastructure as follows: if a server is unreachable for one
hour, the customer will receive a service credit of 10
hours. In other words, a customer can receive a service
credit of up to 1000% of the actual amount associated
with the downtime. However, the total compensation
amount may not exceed customer’s monthly recurring
charge. Moreover, the hourly charges applicable for service credit do not include any additional service charges
such as backup or additional IP’s.
It is the responsibility of a customer to ﬁle a credit
claim within ﬁve business days of the incident in question and provide any supportive evidence.

5

5.3 Customer Should Detect SLA Violation
The considered cloud providers leave the burden of detecting SLA violation on the customer which may be unacceptable for enterprise. Verizon, an enterprise Internet
connectivity provider, detects SLA violations for its dedicated Internet service [20].

5.4 Service Credit
Service credits for SLA violation offered by Amazon
EC2, S3, and Terremark vCloud Express can only be applied towards future payments of respective cloud services. Amazon EC2 and S3, Azure Compute and Storage, and Terremark vCloud Express only partially reimburse the total cost of affected services, while Rackspace
Cloud Servers and Storm on Demand can provide up to
100% reimbursement. Storm on Demand is unique, in
that it offers to reimburse 1000% of the cost of affected
instances. However, it is relatively a new IaaS provider.

Highlights of SLA Comparison

Table 3 and Table 4 show a tabular comparison of compute and storage service SLAs of the cloud providers
considered in this paper. We highlight several aspects
from this tabular comparison and from SLA description
in Section 4.

5.1

5.5 SLA Violation Reporting Time Period
Azure Compute and Storage and Storm on Demand
SLAs stipulate that a customer must report the SLA violation incident within ﬁve days of the incident occurrence
which is more stringent than the 30 day violation reporting and claim ﬁling time period offered by other cloud
providers. Azure does allow a customer to ﬁle a claim
30 days after reporting the incident.

Weak Uptime Guarantees for Compute

The considered cloud providers offer only weak uptime
guarantees for running VMs and do not explicitly specify
uptime guarantee on a per instance basis. Amazon EC2
and Terremark vCloud Express only offer uptime guarantee on a per data center basis instead of per instance basis.
Arguably, the chance of a data center being unavailable is
much lower than per instance. Rackspace Cloud Servers
and Storm on Demand implicitly provide SLA guarantee
on per instance basis. Azure Compute provides uptime
guarantees as an aggregate over all instances instead of
per instance basis.

5.2

5.6 SLA Jargon
An SLA is a legal document and is the sole remedy for
a customer for any service violations. The lack of standardization in SLAs and the use of SLAs as a potential
marketing vehicle makes it difﬁcult to compare SLAs
of different cloud providers. As an example, Storm on
Demand, and Rackspace guarantee their data center network, HVAC, and power to be 100% of the time, but they
qualify it with scheduled maintenance. Similarly, Azure
Storage performance guarantee does not include the time
it takes to transfer the data in and out of data center. For
a designer of cloud application, it is important to pay attention to these details.

No Performance Guarantees for Compute

None of the considered cloud providers offer any performance guarantees for compute instances. As a con-
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Service guarantee

Service granularity
guarantee
Service
guarantee
time period
Service credit

Service violation reporting onus
Service violation incident reporting
Service
violation
claim ﬁling

SLA publish date
Credit
applied
towards future payments only

Amazon S3

Azure Storage

Completed transactions (with no error
response)
Per transaction

Completed
transactions
(within
stipulated time)
Per transaction

Billing month

Billing month

Per transaction, data
center
Per month

10% of CB if <
99.9%, 25% of CB if
< 99%
Customer

10% of CB if <
99.9%, 25% of CB if
< 99%
Customer

10% of CB if < 99%,
100% of CB if <
96.5%
Customer

N/A

5 days of incident occurrence
within one billing
month

N/A

November 12, 2010
No

June 23, 2009
No

within 10 business
days following the
month in which the
incident occurred
October 1, 2007
Yes

Rackspace
Cloud
Files
Completed transactions, availability

within 30 days following unavailability

Table 4: Storage SLA comparison. CB is an abbreviation for customer bill.

5.7

Storage SLAs: Performance vs. Request Completion

service violation which is not the case with any of the
considered cloud provider SLAs.

For the storage SLAs, only Azure provides a performance guarantee per transaction, i.e., processing time
for a request (which excludes the data download or upload time). Amazon S3 and Rackspace Cloud Files do
not provide any performance guarantees and instead only
provide a request completion guarantee.

5.8

5.9 What is Missing from the SLAs?
The SLAs of the considered cloud providers only focus
on availability or request completion rate. An enterprise
cloud SLA encompasses much more than availability, request completion rate, or performance. It deﬁnes guidelines for disaster recovery, privacy, auditability, and security. The details of which service guarantees to consider
for enterprise cloud SLAs can be found in cloud computing use cases paper [9]. Further, unlike the public cloud
providers considered in this paper, the burden of detecting SLA violation may lie on the provider.

SLAs Offered By Business Internet
Providers

We brieﬂy describe the Internet Dedicated SLA offered
by Verizon [20] and how it compares with SLAs offered
by cloud providers. Verizon Internet SLA comprises of
nine service guarantees such as availability, latency, network packet latency, ticket response time for denial of
service, and time to repair.
Unlike SLAs of cloud providers considered in this paper, the onus for detecting SLA violation for certain metrics such as availability is on Verizon. However, a customer must explicitly request a service credit within 30
days of the incident occurrence. Scheduled maintenance
is excluded from the service guarantee calculation. A
customer account is then automatically credited for any

6 Future of Cloud SLAs
In this section, we consider how a cloud provider may
deﬁne SLAs for cloud services in the future.
• Service guarantee:
The considered cloud
providers only provide uptime guarantees for IaaS
services. The cloud providers may also want to offer other guarantees such as performance, security,
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deﬁne SLAs for the promised outcomes and how
those SLAs map to the underlying IaaS and PaaS
infrastructure it provides.

and ticket resolution time. Providing a performance
guarantee becomes necessary if cloud providers
oversubscribe the resources of physical servers to
decrease the number of physical servers used and
increase their utilization. The over-subscription of
the physical servers implies that performance of
virtual machines running on physical servers may
become a concern. Further, co-location of a virtual
machine with other workloads may also impact
the CPU, disk, network, and memory performance
of a VM. Moreover, enterprises purchasing cloud
based services may demand a minimal level of
performance guarantee. Therefore, it may be
necessary for a cloud provider to offer performance
based SLAs for its IaaS compute services with a
tiered pricing model, and charge a premium for
guaranteed performance.

• Standardization of SLAs: The lack of standardization in cloud SLAs makes it difﬁcult for a customer to effectively compare them. As cloud services mature, and as the vision of utility computing is realized, the standardization of SLA is likely
to take center stage. Structured representation of
SLAs (e.g., in XML) may be necessary for standardized SLAs.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we break down a cloud SLA into several components, and use it for comparing SLAs of
well known public IaaS providers. Our study indicates
that none of the IaaS providers offer any performance
based SLAs for compute services. Moreover, all cloud
providers leave the burden of providing evidence for
SLA violation on the customer. We then discussed how
SLAs should be deﬁned for future cloud services. We
believe that customers and cloud providers will beneﬁt
from this study when purchasing or selling cloud-based
services. This study will also help in clarifying and deﬁning SLAs of existing and future cloud based services.

• Service guarantee time period and granularity:
The service guarantee time period and granularity
determine how stringent is the underlying service
guarantee. A service guarantee is stringent if the
metric is performance based for a ﬁne-grained resource over a small time period, e.g. 99.9% of
memory transactions in a ﬁve minute interval must
complete within one micro second. Such a stringent guarantee can be loosened by aggregating the
service guarantee over a group of resources (e.g.,
aggregate uptime percentage of all instances must
be greater than 99.5%). Providers can use a combination of service guarantee granularity and service
guarantee time period to price their services appropriately. For enterprise and mission critical workloads, a cloud provider may have no choice but to
provide ﬁner service guarantees.
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